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Short Description

EK-Quantum Torque Micro HDC 12 - Gold is a premium 12mm fitting made for solid tubing, such as acrylic,
PETG, and brass. A much smaller footprint will allow tube placement in places where a regular fitting would
be too large or inconvenient. It was named Micro due to an installed height of only 11.5mm, which is 23%
shorter than standard Torque HDC 12 fittings. The outer diameter of the fitting is also significantly smaller
than its bigger brother, with only 16mm across the fitting.

Description

EK-Quantum Torque Micro HDC 12 - Gold is a premium 12mm fitting made for solid tubing, such as acrylic,
PETG, and brass. A much smaller footprint will allow tube placement in places where a regular fitting would
be too large or inconvenient. It was named Micro due to an installed height of only 11.5mm, which is 23%
shorter than standard Torque HDC 12 fittings. The outer diameter of the fitting is also significantly smaller
than its bigger brother, with only 16mm across the fitting.

The solid tube is gripped by the high-quality EPDM rubber gasket inside the Torque Micro compression ring.
The fitting is made of nickel-plated CNC-machined brass followed by plating with genuine gold.The solid tube
is gripped by the high-quality EPDM rubber gasket inside the Torque Micro compression ring. The fitting is
made of nickel-plated CNC-machined brass followed by plating with genuine gold.

The surface of the fitting is smooth and has no adequate gripping surface, but the inside of the barb is
socketed with a 9mm hex Allen key pattern. It's highly recommended to use an EK-Loop Multi Allen Key in
order to prevent damage to other liquid cooling products.

These fittings are guaranteed to be compatible with all other EK Water Blocks liquid cooling products.

Specifications

Technical data:
- Finish: Gold
- Material: Brass
- Thread: G1/4" BSP; 4.5mm male thread length
- Supported tube: 12mm OD
- The outer diameter of a fitting: 16mm
- Installed height: 11.5mm
- Compatible solid tubing: Acrylic, PETG, Copper, Brass, Stainless Steel, Glass.

Made in Europe - Slovenia!

PLEASE NOTE:
Please wet the gasket (o-ring) using drops of water prior to installing the solid tube.Do not use excessive force
when inserting solid tube!Do not use excessive force when attaching fitting barbs using Allen Key 9mm in
order to prevent damage!It is mandatory to use a chamfer tool on the edges of the freshly cut solid tube in
order to prevent gasket (o-ring) damage.This product should NOT be installed with any aluminum Fluid
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Gaming parts!EK strongly recommends the use of PETG inserts with the use of PETG tubes.

Additional Info
Material / Design / Color option

Gold

Threads
G1/4

Additional Information

Brand EK Waterblocks

SKU EK-QUANT-TORQUE-MICRO-HDC-12-GD (9989)

Weight 0.1500

Special Order No

Fitting Type Rigid Compression

Fitting Size 12mm

Fitting Angle Straight

Fitting Finish Gold

Vendor SKU/EAN 3831109849989


